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Rank Player Club Matches Batting Bowling Fielding Overall

1 Sam Hickey Homerton 5 18.56 0.0 11.24 29.80

2 Shameer Qureshi Old Fallopians  1 4 16.32 9.25 4.2 29.77

3 Ishmail Malvad Phoenix All Stars 5 10.98 14.58 1.25 26.81

4 Lorenzo De Glossop Homerton 5 14.17 9.4 2.62 26.19

5 Jack Turner Old Fallopians  2 4 20.14 0.0 5.31 25.44

6 Ross Legg I Don't Like Cricket 4 4.46 0.0 20.28 24.74

7 Charley Wright Wapping Dolphins 4 18.5 0.0 5.57 24.07

8 Dave Sendall Camel Lights 4 16.52 0.0 7.39 23.91

VPCCL MVP 2020   

#VPCCL

https://www.crichq.com/players/2174143
https://www.crichq.com/players/3079236
https://www.crichq.com/players/2831611
https://www.crichq.com/players/2844756
https://www.crichq.com/players/2805273
https://www.crichq.com/players/2149918


  Quick stats                                           
                                                                                      
Highest individual score 
1. 67 - Mo Fahad (Sky) 
2. 62 - Aminul Islam Amin (Anirban) 
3. 62 - Safraz Ahmed (Sky) 
4. 59 - Andrew Tate (Bansko Bears) 
5. 58 - Robbie Jacobs (Mad Marrocas) 
6. 57 - Stefan Phillipson (Victoria Lounge) 

Most Runs 
1. 184 - Larry Hutchinson (Homerton) 
2. 173 - Sam Hickey (Homerton) 
3. 166 - Shameer Qureshi (Old Fallopians 1  
4. 162 - Charley Wright (Wapping Dolphins) 
5. 158 - Jack Turner (Old Fallopians 2) 
6. 151 - Sagar Bora (Homerton) 
7. 146 - Muntz Siddiqui (Pacific) 
8. 145 - Bilal Quereshi (Old Fallopians 1) 
9. 145 - Tom Gower (IDLC) 
10. 144 - Dave Sendall (Camel Lights) 

Best Bowling 
1. 4-19 - Tom Fulcher (Broadway) 
2. 4-25  - Al Raji (Royal Tigers) 
3. 4-38 - Alok Gope (Rose & Crown) 
4. 3-6 - Danny Williams (Mad Marrocas) 
5. 3-15 Chetan Phalak (London Fields) 
6. 3-18 - Muhibur Jony (Royal Tigers) 

Highest team score 
1. 216-4 - (Sky) 
2. 210-6 - (Sky) 
3. 209-4 - (Lynxes) 
4. 208-3 - (Old Fallopians 1) 
5. 198-3 - (Anirban) 
6. 198-7 - (Royal Tigers) 
7. 194-3 - (Wapping Dolphins) 
8. 195-3 - (London Fields) 
9. 193-3 - (De Beavour Dugongs) 
10. 192-4 -  (Wapping Dolphins) 

Most 4s 
1. 23 - Charley Wright (Wapping Dolphins) 
2. 23 - Dudley Spiers (Wapping Dolphins) 
3. 22 - Sagar Bora (Homerton) 
4. 20 - Nick Manser (Lynxes) 
5. 19 - Tom Gower (IDLC) 
6. 19 - Andrew Tate (Bankso Bears 
7. 19 - Anandraj Venkatasamy (Broadway) 
8. 19 - Irfaan Shaikh (Wednesday Night CC) 
9. 18 - Sam Hickey (Homerton) 
10. 18 - Dom Harper (IDLC) 

Most 6s 
1. 11 - Hassan Ahmed (Sky) 
2. 6 - Asad Mujaba (Super Rangers) 
3. 5 - Sam Hickey (Homerton) 
4. 5 - Troy Utz (London Fields) 
5. 5 - Ahmed Bappi (Royal Tigers) 

Tip                                                     

   

The balls are hard - protect your head! 
(a batsman without helmet injured to 
the head from a beamer last week) 

VPCCL fixtures from 1989

After seven innings, 
Adam Haines is finally 
dismissed for the first 
time in the league

Mo Fahad 
hits 67,  
the 
highest 
score of 
the eason

A match winning 61 
from Bankso Bears’ 
Dave Rudd



THIS WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS ACROSS THE FOUR DIVISIONS

A selection of highlights from across the week’s action, including stumps falling…a one-handed catch… several almost 
run outs a hat-trick ball and a very happy wicketkeeper



 
 

 

 

 

 

Old Fallopians 1sts smashed the second-highest score of the season in a free-flowing 
battle against Rose & Crown on pitch one on Monday. Opting to bat first, the Fallopians 
made a solid start with a 61-run opening stand between brothers Bilal and Shameer 
Qureshi before Bilal was caught for 35. Ollie Wrighton joined Shameer at the crease and 
kept the Fallopians in control, both smashing half-centuries. The Crown briefly held back 
the flow before a crunching 49 from Sheraz Shahid elevated the score past 200, 
including three consecutive straight sixes and a fourth near the end, before he was 
finally caught off the final ball. In reply for the Crown, the always dangerous Nagarjuna 
Mangalagiri struck a superb 18-ball fifty in his first appearance this season. Fellow 
opener Joe Fisher also made 50 to keep to keep the Crown in the match, followed up by 
an assured 29 from Charlie Challinor. However, the required rate rose after Nag’s 
retirement, and, once Challinor was dismissed, the Fallopians ate away at the batting 
order until Rose & Crown eventually finished 38 runs short on 170-3.  

Victoria Lounge followed up last week’s narrow loss with another last-gasp 
disappointment, this time to defending champions Super Rangers.  Opting to bat first, 
the Lounge made a steady start thanks to Jim Crutcher and Stefan Phillipson. Crutcher 
was eventually dismissed for 31 and Phillipson was beautifully caught at the boundary 
one short of his half century, as the Rangers fought back with their customary solid 
bowling. A slogging knock from Gary Flanaghan (24) and Ross Miller (22) steadied the 
Victorians as they finished on a total of 149-5. In response, Super Rangers’ batsmen 
struggled to find their rhythm as the Lounge’s bowlers doggedly chipped away at the 
batting order. Mohammed Naveed (30) and Arad Mujtaba (42) swung the match back 
towards Rangers before a fantastic spell from Ross Miller and Gary Flanagan dragged 
the pendulum back once again towards the Lounge. When the ever threatening Ajmal 
Afzal was bowled for 39, victory for the Loungers was just one wicket away. However, 
Altaf Bhat and Iqbal Miah kept their heads and guided the Rangers to success with two 
balls remaining.  

Pacific returned to winning ways with a comfortable victory over Old Fallopians 2nds in 
the lone Division Three match of the evening.  Pacific snatched the early advantage, 
removing in-form keeper Jack Turner for 10, his first below-50 score this season. 
However, a resilient 41 from opener Laurie Roberts alongside an unbeaten 39 from 
captain Graham McGee helped the Fallopians to a solid but disappointing 120-5. In 
reply, Pacific rarely looked in too much trouble, despite losing the Siddiqui brothers 
Rizwan and Mutz cheaply. Rob Dinsey carried his bat, unbeaten on 38, alongside knocks 
of 28 from Rahul Ravishanka and 23 from Tim Gane as Pacific eased to victory in 13 
overs. 

De Beauvoir Dugongs’ Angus Grant 

M  O  N  D A Y

Tim Gaine batting for Pacific

Three consecutive 
straight sixes from 
Sheraz Shahid of Old 
Fallopians 1

18 ball half century from Rose & 
Crown’s Nagarjuna Mangalagiri

Stephan Phillipson 
smashing 49 for Victoria 
Lounge

Old Fallopians 2 skipper Graham McGee 

 Asad Mujaba batting for Super Rangers

#VPCCL

https://www.crichq.com/players/1642261-nagarjuna-mangalagiri
https://www.crichq.com/players/1642261-nagarjuna-mangalagiri


 

Wapping Dolphins have yet to be beaten in a league match and overcame 
Homerton in their Division Two contest on Tuesday to maintain their record. 
Opting to bat first on pitch 1, Wapping flew out of the traps, with Ollie Davies 
and Charley Wright (17) pushing aggressively from the start. George Bryant (33) 
continued the fearsome batting alongside Dudley Spiers after Davies retired 
unbeaten on 52. With 200-plus on the cards, the Homerton bowlers did well in 
the second half, removing the boundaries and forcing the batsmen to take 
singles as Wapping finished on an imposing 194-3.  Spiers ended on 33, still 
unbeaten this season.  In similar fashion, Homerton skipper Sagar Bora went 
out strong, smashing a superb 50. But with a large target and darkness 
creeping in, Wapping continued to chip away, removing the season’s MVP 
leader Sam Hickey after a rapid 27. Opener Benito Hutchinson continued to 
battle away, finishing unbeaten on 48. Despite a few last hits from Dave Foulds, 
a tidy last over from Bobby Watson kept Homerton back, as they finished on 
183-3, some 11 runs short. 

Broadway Market remained Division Two’s other unbeaten side after they saw 
off Mile Tailenders on pitch 2. Opener Wilson Digby was again in the runs for 
the Tailenders, hitting his customarily fluent 50. He was joined along the way by 
a strong opening stand from Rich Carrington (27) and some great hitting from 
Josh Cofie (31). Ed Sherwood took two late wickets, including Cofie, as 
Broadway restricted the Tailenders to a decent 166-4. In response, Anandraj 
Venkatasamy once again blasted his way to a 50 with aggressive swooshing as 
Broadway pushed hard. Ed Sherwood (34), Jack Boone (27) and James Jacobs 
(26) helped to keep the score ticking along as Broadway comfortably reached 
their target with an over remaining. Broadway play Wapping Dolphins next 
week, potentially deciding the Division Two title.  

Lynxes eased to victory over Wednesday Night CC on pitch 3.  Wednesday 
Night made a quick and decent start, with opener Irfaan Shaikh rapidly hitting 
three boundaries. But Shaikh fell on 13 as the Lyxnes tore through the 
Wednesday Night top order, who slipped from 25-0, to 44-4. Zahid Rasul fought 
back with a dogged 30, but Wednesday struggled to find third gear and were 
bowled out for 107 in 13.3 overs. Johnny Hodgkinson, Hadyn Joyce and 
George Gibbons all took two wickets apiece. Lynxes made a perfect start to 
their reply as their openers Nick Manser and Luca B-M eased towards their 
target. Manser blitzed an impressive half-century, thirty-six of them coming in 
fours. Wednesday’s only wicket was Luca B-M, trapped leg-before for 33, but 
that was the only grain of comfort as Lynxes eased to victory in 10 overs.  

T U E S D A Y                                                                                                                                                                    

NMCC’s xx

NMCC’s xx

#VPCCL

Wapping’s Ollie Davies on his way 
to 50 against Homerton

Broadway’s dangerous opener 
Anandraj Venkatasamy

Mile Tailenders’ Josh Cofie  
smashing a boundaryFirst of two 50s this week 

for Homerton’s captain 
Sagar Bora, this 
against Wapping

Lynxes’  Nick Manser 
on his way to 50

Zahid Rasul batting for 
Wednesday Night CC

https://www.crichq.com/players/2836668-a-anadjraj
https://www.crichq.com/players/2836668-a-anadjraj


  

 

 

W E D N E S D A Y                                                                                                                                                                       

Dave Rudd hit a record score to secure a last-gasp win for Bansko Bears over Camel 
Lights in a tense Division Two encounter on pitch 3 on Wednesday. The Camels 
chose to bat first and started well, with openers Dave Sendall (27) and Rich Hagen 
coming out strong. Sendall was unluckily run out, with Hagen’s strike ricocheted off 
Chris Salter’s bowling hand and onto the stumps. Rana Ghosh (30) continued the 
free scoring as he and Hagen elevated Camels easily past 100. Hagen (41)  finally 
fell as he pushed for his half-century. Next up was guest player Sam Hickey from 
Homerton, who smashed his way to an unbeaten 35, including two huge sixes as 
Camels ended on 159-3. Bansko stuttered in their reply, losing both openers early. 
Camels’ Kit Caless removed Giaco Bridget (10) with a superb catch, after bowling in-
form Andrew Tate for 19 to deny him a third half-century this season. However, as 
the tussle moved into the second half of the innings, Bansko’s batsmen rallied with 
Chris Salter (18) and Jackson Baillie (19) chipping away at the target. The man of the 
hour was number three Dave Rudd who retired on 50 only to return to the crease 
after the fall of the last-but-one wicket. Working aggressively but patiently alongside 
Duncan Fletcher, Rudd saw Bansko home in the penultimate over of the match. 
Rudd’s unbeaten 61 was the third-highest individual score of the season and the 
highest ever score for Bansko Bears.  

I Don’t Like Cricket (IDLC) maintained their 100 percent win record with a 
comfortable victory over Stokey Scoundrels. Opting to bat first, Scoundrels’ Ed 
Knight led the way with a superb 50 for the Scoundrels. He shared a solid opening 
stand with Michael Coutts (20) before IDLC inserted their strength, strangling the 
chance of any runs from the Stokey batsmen, with just Benn Bentham (14) able to 
get the ball way as Jack Hope took 2-26 from his four overs. Stokey finished on 
114-4. IDLC made a disappointing start in reply, losing captain Ross Legg for four in 
the second ball of the innings, superbly trapped leg-before by Mike McSherry. 
However Tom Gower (42) and Dom Harper (39) were not to be denied as they 
blasted their way to victory, IDLC easing to 115-1 from just eight overs.  

It was a similar story on pitch 2, where NMCC hit 114 against Dugongs. Sixteen-
year-old opener Billy Law led the way with a confident 32 alongside 21 from 
Andrew Teague. However, confident bowling and slick fielding kept NMCC in check. 
The Dugongs never looked in too much trouble in their response as Kit Ingham (20) 
and Josh Wright (23) got them off to a flyer. However, the NMCC bowlers dug in as 
Rupert Eastman (2-25) and Rushal Shah (2-34) took quick-fire wickets. However, 
Andrew Scotts smashed 18 off four balls to earn victory for the Dugongs. They next 
face Lynxes, with the winner playing I Don’t Like Cricket, in their final, extra set of 
matches. 

Tom Gower batting for IDLC

16 year old batting Billy 
 Law hitting a composed 
 32 for NMCC

Camel Lights’  
Rich Hagen

Andrew Scotts  
smashing a six for  
Dugongs

Bansko's hero 
Dave Rudd 
smashing a 
match winning 

Stokey’s Benn Bentham bowled



 

Sky slipped to a shock defeat against London Fields in their Division One 
clash on Thursday as several teams played their second game of the week 
because of matches rescheduled from the start of the season. Opting to bat 
first, London Fields looked in blazing form as their openers Abhishek 
Banerjee and Sandesh Prasanna both smashed half-centuries. Joined by 
Neeraj Parekh (28) and Niraj Sharma (33), the pair continued a confident and 
powerful stand as a new-look London Fields finished on decent 173-0. Sky in 
reply lost Nozmul Hussain and Shumon Sharif cheaply in their pursuit, but a 
superb 50-run knock from Mo Fahad kept Sky in the game as he dominated 
the bowling with an impressive stroke-play. Wickets continued to fall but 
Aleem Hussain (25) and Rizwan Siddiqui (24) kept up the momentum. With 
four overs to go, Sky needed a gettable 40 runs. Fahad returned to the 
crease and despite a superb knock of 67, the highest this season, it wasn’t 
enough as Sky slipped to an agonising one-run defeat. For London Fields it 
means they have earned 9 points from 12 - not bad for a team who feel they 
are more suited to the second division.  

Old Fallopians 1sts enjoyed a comfortable win over Victoria Lounge on pitch 
2. Despite the Loungers losing their usually dangerous Stefan Phillipson 
cheaply, Jim Crutcher and Jack  R Robirso put on a solid partnership. 
Crutcher eventually completed a solid 50. Knocks from Robiroso (26) and 
Rob Tatton-Brown (27) alongside some slogging from Gary Flanaghan (17) 
helped the Lounge ended their innings on a sturdy 163-6. For the 
Fallopians, brothers Bilal and Shameer Qureshi continued their fine form as 
the pair both hit quick-fire half centuries. Sheraz Shahid and Adnan helped 
the Fallopians to victory with three overs remaining. Old Fallopians, Sky and 
London Fields now sit joint first at the top of the table with run-rate the only 
thing separating the pair.  

Homerton and Camel Lights also both played their second games of the 
week, with it being two nights in a row for the Camels.  Opting to bat first for 
Camel, Dave Sendall led the way with a superb half-century, alongside a 
solid 28 from Guy Shennan. Saif Khaled (15) briefly threatened, but tight, 
confident bowling kept the Camels in check as they finished on 145-3.  
Homerton skipper Sagar Bora followed up his 50 against Wapping Dolphins 
with another fine knock, smashing a resilient 50, after losing Hector 
Lawrence for 22. Lorenzo de Glossop continued the strong batting with a 
fine 32 as Homerton eased to victory in 12.4 overs. 

T H U R S D A Y 

Charlie B off 
NMCC

Pacific’s Muntz Siddiqui on his way 
to 47

Sky’s Mo Fahad 
smashing  
an impressive season 
leading 
 of 67

Camel Light’s Dave 
Sendall on his way to 50 
against Homerton

Old  Fallopians 1’s Bilal 
Quereshi hitting 50

Homerton’s Lorenzo 
‘Dutch’ de Glossop

Victoria Lounge’s Jim Crutcher  chipping in rain

Vijay Shah batting for 
London Fields

#VPCCL



 

 

 

 
Mad Marrocas chased down Phoenix’s total in a close Division Three match 
on pitch 3 on a damp, drizzly Friday evening.  Phoenix opener Ramiz Khan 
led the way with a fluent half century, aided by Yousef Khan's 29  as Phoenix 
finished on 147-1 in a reduced 14-overs innings. Mad Marrocas started their 
reply superbly as opener Richard Keep smashed 21 off the opening over and 
kept going to wallop a quick-fire half-century. However, Phoenix dug deep 
and with wickets tumbling in the grim light, bowler Ishmail Malvaid took two 
in two deliveries with just a couple of balls remaining. It needed Morrocas’ 
number seven Dom Borger to survive the hat-trick ball and then strike the 
lone single required for victory.  

Royal Tigers maintained their 100 percent win record with another 
competent display against MUFG. Opting to bat first, opener AZM Jonny 
again smashed a rapid 50 alongside knocks from Qazi Hussain Shanto (45) 
and Ahmed Bappi (45)  as Royal Tigers roared to a decent total of 12-2, in 
their 13-overs reduced match. MUFG opened their reply superbly with Ashok 
Redy (48) and Syed Bukhari (30) putting on 63 for the opening stand. 
However, once Syed was bowled out the Tigers’ bowling took control and 
ground MUFG down. Once the in-form Vijay Shah had been removed for 21, 
MUFG finished on 135-5, some 28 runs short. 

F R I D A Y

#VPCCL

Royal Tiger’s AZM 
Johhny blitzing his way 
to another 50

Mad Marrocas 
Richard Keep striking  
an unbeaten 50

MUFG’S  Ashok D Reddy 
skying a boundary

London Eagles’ Ripn Noor

Phoenix opener Ramiz 
cruising to 50

Rose & Crown’s Pavan 
Kumar chesetty

https://www.crichq.com/players/3079235-y-yousef
https://www.crichq.com/players/3079235-y-yousef

